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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE  
 

Single-Person Portable High-Capacity, Low-Profile Aircraft Scale  
 

Minneapolis, MN – For over 20 years, the aviation industry has relied upon Intercomp 
aircraft scales for accurate and reliable aircraft weighing systems equipment for weight 
and balance.  With the single-person portable AC60-LP scale, Intercomp provides a low-
profile high-capacity platform scale for narrow and wide-body aircraft.  The lightweight 
ergonomic design eliminates the need to lift or carry the scale and enables an entire 
configuration to be set up by just one person.  
 
Incorporating Intercomp GaugeSense™ shear-beam load cell technology, the AC60-LP 
high capacity low profile scale utilizes the same load cell technology found in Intercomp 
OIML approved scales and load cells.  Offering unparalleled accuracy and repeatability, 
airframe manufacturers and airlines around the world rely on fully electronic load cells 
and scales for aircraft weight and balance operations. This technology eliminates the 
scale warm up time, mitigates side loads, and eliminates the need for centering of tires 
resulting in significant time savings, and unparalleled accuracy compared to other older 
hydraulically actuated, piezo-sensing scales.     
 
Intercomp’s AC60-LP comes certified as Intrinsically Safe by a third party testing 
laboratory, incorporating RFX™ wireless communication to indicators and software.  
Featuring a long battery life, the AC60-LP operates on standard AA (LR6) batteries with 
recommended replacement at annual calibration.  Each scale has a capacity of up to 
60,000lb (30,000kg), and the AC60-LP low profile scale is single person portable, 
enabling rapid deployment or storage of the scales without ever needing to lift the entire 
scale. 
 
As the manufacturer of the equipment most widely used by airlines, MROs, and airframe 
manufacturers in the world, Intercomp continues to provide state of the art fully 
electronic aircraft weight and balance equipment unmatched in quality, performance, 
and support.  
 
For further information, contact Intercomp’s Sales Department at 800-328-3336 or 
worldwide 763-476-2531, fax 763-476-2613 or write Intercomp, 3839 County Road 116, 
Medina, MN 55340-9342.  Contact us by E-mail at: acscale@intercompcompany.com  or 
visit us on the web at: www.intercompaviation.com.  
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